UCLA/VA MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING

NIH requires a Memorandum of Understanding between the University and the Veterans Affairs Greater Los Angeles Healthcare System for each VA employee who also holds a University appointment and who wishes to apply for research support on a project submitted by the University to NIH. This constitutes the Memorandum of Understanding between the Veterans Affairs Greater Los Angeles Healthcare System (VA) and The Regents of the University of California on behalf of its Los Angeles Campus (UCLA) concerning the individual named in item 1 below.

1. (Name)

2. a. Title of VA appointment

   b. Title of UCLA appointment

3. a. Functional responsibilities at the VA:   Teaching   Research

   Clinical   Administration

   Consulting

   b. Functional responsibilities at UCLA:   Teaching   Research

   Clinical   Administration

   Consulting

4. a. Time commitment at the VA: _______ hrs. per week

   b. Percentage of VA effort available for research: _______%

5. a. Responsibilities at UCLA constitute _______% of total professional responsibilities

   b. Percentage of UCLA effort available for research: _______%

VETERANS AFFAIRS GREATER LA
THE REGENTS OF THE UNIV. OF CALIF.
BY: Dean Norman, MD

Chief of Staff

Dated: ________________

BY: ____________________

Division Chief, ________________

Dated: ________________